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Introduction
This document describes features which were added to release 4.2.8 of Sumac to create release 4.2.8a.

General
The window for picking a date has been enhanced to show days in the prior and succeeding months. It also has a button that lets you show the month that holds the currently selected date.
Large text fields (those with scroll bars) now change font size as you specify your preferences for larger and smaller fonts.

Campaigns
A new report lets you compare donors to a set of selected campaigns.

Course Registration
A Preference lets you make the editing of courses and sessions available to anyone who can edit registrations, even non-administrator users.

Invoices
Searching in the Invoices list allows you to specify that you want only invoices with contacts in a chosen group. Invoices support quarterly, in addition to monthly, payment schedules.

Ledger Entries
This release fixes a problem that caused Sumac to create an extra ledger entry for payments for donations. This problem caused the ledger to be out of balance.

Payments
Searching in the Payments list allows you to specify that you want only payments for payers in a chosen group. Sumac now supports clearing payments using PayPal as a payment processor. Sumac now supports processing ACH or EFT transactions using iATS.

Tour Booking
Searching in the Programs list allows you to specify that you want only programs with contacts in a chosen group.